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Internationally bestselling author the Rogue Hypnotist returns with his new life changing project:
THE CONFIDENCE BOOK (How to stay sane in a world gone mad!). Everyone’s saying it: the
world has gone mad! And they’re not wrong. Mass anxiety is gripping the planet! This
controversial yet revolutionary self-help book can stop all fear in its tracks. Guaranteed. There
has never been a fear-busting book like this. Buy it and get your confidence back today!The
Rogue Hypnotist has written 19 best-selling books on hypnosis, suggestion, persuasion, NLP,
cults, and ‘mind control’! Including How to Hypnotise Anyone and How to Manipulate Everyone.
He pioneered the study of Cultural Hypnosis and Weirdnosis. As a highly successful NLP Master
Practitioner and Clinical Hypnotherapist he developed his own system of therapy - Roguenosis:
this allowed him to ‘cure’ 99.9% of his clients in just 1, 1 hour session! He’s helped people from
all walks of life - cured depression and drug addiction, trained therapists, and now he wants to
help you fully REGAIN YOUR CONFIDENCE: for the rest of your life! All you have to do is read
this book, and follow the advice within that suits you. You have nothing to lose but your illusions!
In this 1 stop confidence boost course you will easily learn:1. What the confidence delusion is.2.
How to have DEEP CONFIDENCE.3. Why bad people can never be confident.4. How to build a
solid CONFIDENCE MATRIX.5. Why ideas alone are hypnotic.6. How to learn quickly.7. What
‘confidence’ really is.8. To MASTER the 70 attitudes of a confident person - THE CONFIDENCE
MANIFESTO.9. What the ‘Asylum-System’ is, and why you must ignore it.10. The root causes of
anxiety and nerves, and how to banish them forever.11. Why you need deprogramming not
reprogramming.12. Why ‘self-help’ is a thing at all.13. The physical basis of confidence: simple
exercises that build confidence throughout the body.14. Confidence sapping beliefs and how to
neutralise them: fast.15. Why you MUST become your own teacher.16. How to find your
confident voice!17. Why you MUST trust you gut!18. How to control your emotions.19. Why self-
esteem is psychobabble.20. Why your fear of death is holding you back.21. How the media saps
your confidence.22. How to set goals, and how to succeed.23. How to create your life's work.25.
Why you MUST get your human NEEDS met.26. Why most people are 100% predictable.27.
The power of status.28. Why you need to THINK like a REAL American.29. How to form a
confidence gang, how to create a plan B.30. Sure-fire techniques to banish worry: fast.31. Why
you shouldn’t be a people pleaser.32. Why confident people are honest.33. Why a confident
person falls in love with the TRUTH.34. Why confident people are kind.35. Why you must live
according to your principles.36. The power of your will.37. How to make better decisions by
being less naïve.38. Why confident people are lucky, 4 bonus confidence boosting
visualisations, and so much more!You were born confident! The fear-mongers have no power
over you. When you’ve read this book you can never go back to being that anxious person you
weren’t. Begin your voyage of discovery, now!
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QuotheRaven, “A powerful book for everyone. As with all The Rogue Hypnotist's books this one
is very inspiring and powerful, even if you don't realize it as you're reading. A complete and full
empowerment for the engaged reader. Read it in one night for full effect! You will notice several
things very quickly the next morning.If you've read anything by The Rogue Hypnotist (who's
been incredibly generous with his knowledge) you understand he values culture and Western
civilization and if he "rants" it's about the strange and destructive ideas that are currently
dismantling it and confusing the population in negative ways. So let's wish that one single potty
mouthed reviewer good luck - he's gonna need it.BTW Rogue Hypnotist, if you're reading, I've
read every single book you've written and my life continues to improve in dramatic ways - I watch
eagerly for any of your new books (as you're probably always looking for different and relevant
angles to deliver more knowledge).Thank you for your work. I look forward to new books from
you. I always enjoy them and as an individual I always gain powerful insights and I have to
believe you're making a real difference for all your other readers.Read them all!”

1234, “I loved this book!! The best!!. This is THE BEST book on confidence I have ever read by
far. I’m not even going to bother buying another so called “self help” book. Gonna keep re-
reading this bad boy.This book is a work of next level art and science. Absolutely 100%
Brilliance! Love the minimalist approach. No unnecessary words. No B.S. No filler.$2 for this
level of awareness?!? I thinking someone isn’t sharing this knowledge for MORE than
money.Seriously appreciate all the work you have done RH! Respect!”

Federico Oreamuno, “Very good, enjoyed it.. It is honest and direct. Brings some important
points to remember about your confidence that is worth the read. I can read his passion for the
topic. Felt good to read.”

Levi Wesson, “Confident people order this book, do they not?. When this book is cracked open,
confidence flows through your hands, up your arms, and is absorbed into your brain.”

Jedidiah, “Excellent. Great book, very encouraging and sound wisdom. Also laugh out loud
funny in places. Loved it. Buy all his books, you won't be disappointed”

The book by The Rogue Hypnotist has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 20 people have provided
feedback.
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